
 

Delta extension 4 shafts 
Assembly instructions 

 
 
Before the installation of additional harnesses on a four harness loom, you need to move the existing 
four harnesses and their rollers to the back of the loom. 
 
Start with removing the black plastic spacers which take up the space behind the rollers. Please note 
that these spacers are cut length wise and can be removed without disassembling the loom. The 
black plastic spacers in front of the rollers of the four or eight harness looms also need to be 
removed. 
 
Loosen the screws of the front wooden parts which supports the shafts of the rollers. Remove this 
wooden members carefully, so the shafts and rollers remain supported in the back part of the loom. 
 
Remove the white nylon washers from the shafts and slide the required number of rollers onto the 
shafts. Make sure to put the metal spacer bushings between the rollers. 
 
If you are converting from a four harness loom to a eight harness loom, slide  the appropriate black 
plastic spacers over the shafts and then the nylon washers. By a conversion to twelve harnesses, 
you no longer need the black plastic spacers. After the rollers and metal spacers have been installed 
however, you still need to install the white nylon washers. 
 
Assemble the wooden parts again carefully over the metal shafts and use the screws to secure the 
loom again. 
 
Lead the cords over the new rollers and connect the ends of the cord with a Texsolv peg. The cords 
of the existing harnesses will serve you as an example. Make sure that the cord crosses in the 
middle of the top part of the loom (see the drawing of the Parallel Counter Marche on page 1 of the 
DELTA instructions). You have to adjust the tension in the new cords slightly less than in the older 
cords. When you install the new harness bars and lams, the cords will become slightly shorter and 
will show the same tension as the existing cords. 
 
Move the cords in such a manner, that the connections with the texsolv peg alternate between the 
left and right hand side of the loom, just like the existing cords. Install the blocking pin. The old cords 
through their marked hole and the new cords through a hole which will locate the Texsolv peg in a 
similar way as the old cords. 
 
Mark the new cords in the location where the blocking pin goes through their holes. 
 
Attach the harness bars and lams to the cords, similar and at the same height as the existing 
harnesses. For the correct procedure, see page 12 of the DELTA instructions. Make sure that the 
longer, lower lams, which are connected to the outside cords, run in front of their own inside cords. 
 
Now you need to install the screws for the tie-up cords in the existing treadles. If the existing 
harnesses are moved backwards (extension four to eight, or four to twelve harnesses), you need to 
move their tie-ups to the back of the treadles. 
 
Two treadles on each side of the existing treadles are to be installed. See page 6 of the DELTA 
instructions. 
 


